Aluminium CNC Machined Turned Parts Components

We can host to almost all your requirements for precision turned components for any kind of machinery. The company now occupies a modern factory servicing the requirements of varied industries worldwide specializing in production machining.

We always strive to manufacture Zero Defect Quality products at a very competitive cost. We keep our pace with the new emerging trends in the technology by upgrading our resources.
We use the latest CNC Turning Centre for our CNC machining facilities to ensure superior quality. All critical manufacturing processes are done in house.

**Our main products are:**

- Electrical Cable Connectors
- Soft drink Beverage Industries Components and spare parts
- All types of valves manufacturers
- Hydrogen Gas Filing Valves
- Elevator Housing Assembly spare Parts
- Auto mobile industries, Mould & Die Manufacturers
- CNC turning centre, CNC turning jobs, CNC milling jobs
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